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Abstract: The current development of artificial intelligence is largely based on
deep Neural Networks (DNNs). Especially in the computer vision field, DNNs
now occur in everything from autonomous vehicles to safety control systems.
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is based on DNNs mostly used in different
computer vision applications, especially for image classification and object detec-
tion. The CNN model takes the photos as input and, after training, assigns it a
suitable class after setting traceable parameters like weights and biases. CNN is
derived from Human Brain's Part Visual Cortex and sometimes performs even
better than Haman visual system. However, recent research shows that CNN
Models are much vulnerable against adversarial examples. Adversarial examples
are input image huts that are deliberately modified, which are imperceptible to
humans, but a CNN model strongly misrepresents them. This means that adver-
sarial attacks or examples are a serious threat to deep learning models, especially
for CNNs in the computer vision field. The methods which are used to create
adversarial examples are called adversarial attacks. We have proposed an easy
method that restores adversarial examples, which are created due to different
adversarial attacks and misclassified by a CNN model. Our reconstructed adver-
sarial examples are correctly classified by a model again with high probability and
restore the prediction of a CNN model. We will also prove that our method is
based on image arithmetic operations, simple, single-step, and has low computa-
tional complexity. Our method is to reconstruct all types of adversarial examples
for correct classification. Therefore, we can say that our proposed method is uni-
versal or transferable. The datasets used for experimental evidence are MNIST,
FASHION-MNIST, CIFAR10, and CALTECH-101. In the end, we have pre-
sented a comparative analysis with other state-of-the methods and proved that
our results are better.
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1 Introduction

After Khrushchevsky and many others, deep learning became the focus of attention [1]. In 2012 the most
challenging large-scale visual recognition task demonstrated the impressive performance based on a CNN
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[2,3]. Since 2012, Computer vision experts have done a great deal in deep learning research, providing
solutions to medical applications problems [4] and mobile applications [5].

The current development of Artificial Intelligence in Tabla-Rasa Learning of Alphago-Zero [6] is due to
the Res-Net network [7] initially created for image classification. The growing growth of deep learning
models [7–9], availability of free deep learning libraries and APIs, and efficient hardware can easily train
difficult models [10–12]. Due to these improvements, deep learning models nowadays are used in
automated-driving cars [13], security-based Apps [14], searching-malware [15,16], drone-technology and
robot-technology [17,18], language recognition, facial recognition, face-book identity security for
smartphones [19,20]. From this, it is proved that deep learning in computer vision applications has played
an important role in our daily lives.

The CNNs and DNNs models are much weaker against adversarial examples or attacks. Therefore it is a
significant threat against the applications based on CNN's, e.g., autonomous-car, CNNs-based face
recognition, DNNs-based malware-detection system [21–23]. After Szegedy et al. [24] ‘s work on
adversarial examples, so many adversarial attacks are developed to create adversarial examples to fool
different deep learning models, especially in the computer vision field [25–31]. There are two main types
of adversarial attacks White-box attacks, i.e., where knowledge of the model's structure and parameters
are available, and Black-box attacks, i.e., where an adversary (attacker) does not know the CNN model.
If an adversarial example is fooled by other CNNs models also, then this property of adversarial example
is called transferability [32–34]. There is much work done on both sides these days, i.e., developing
adversarial attacks and defense methods. In this research work, we will work on the defense side and
present a novel approach to restore adversarial examples into original examples, which are already

Figure 1: (a) column 1 represents the correct prediction of the model on original input images of our
selected datasets. (b) column 2 represents adversarial perturbation that is added into clean input images.
(c) column 3 represents the adversarial examples or images and their incorrect classification created due
to three types of attacks; gradient-based attack (FGSM), score-based attacks (single pixel attack), and
decision-based attacks (spatial attack). (d) column 4 represents the restored adversarial examples and their
correct classification after applying our proposed method
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produced by attacking different adversarial attack methods. Our method will restore adversarial examples so
that the CNNsmodels will correctly classify these restored adversarial examples again which is shown in Fig. 1.

We describe our contribution in this way:

� Our defense method is simple, which protects CNNs from adversarial attacks. Our defense
mechanism is independent of the target model; it means there is no need for retraining the target
model. On the other hand, the proposed method is based on simple image arithmetic operations.
The proposed method will be applied to restore the adversarial examples into clean examples;
created by white-box attacks and black-box attacks settings.

� We present a single-step method to recover adversarial examples created due to different types of
adversarial attacks; therefore, our method is not iterative, so it is much simple and has low
computational complexity.

� According to our knowledge, other defense methods use another network or model as an add-on to
destroy or de-noising adversarial structure in an image before or after training the target model. It
means always need to train two models for robustness or reconstruction of adversarial examples
into clean examples. We do not use any extra model as an add-on to recover adversarial examples.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows; we will introduce some related works on the adversarial
examples (adversarial attacks) and defense methods against adversarial attacks in Section 2. In Section 3, we
present our simple proposed method for the reconstruction of adversarial examples. Section 4 describes the
test results, and Section 5 consists of the conclusion of the paper.

2 Related Works

This section is divided into two subsections. The first section describes some prevalent adversarial
attacks (adversarial attacks are used to create adversarial attacks) and defense methods against adversarial
attacks.

2.1 Adversarial Attacks

There are three types of adversarial attacks, which are given below:

� White-Box Attacks or Gradient-Based Attacks; where the knowledge of the target model (model to be
attacked)’ structure and parameters are available like its structure, parameters, and loss function.

� Black-Box Attacks or Decision-Based Attacks; where the adversary does not know the CNN model's
structure.

� Score-Based Attacks; the attacker changes the value of one or a small group of pixels of the original
image to produce an adversarial example.

FGSM (Fast Gradient Sign Method) [35] is a gradient-based adversarial attack that creates adversarial
examples by solving Eqs. (1) and (2) which are given below:

g ¼ E: signðrx Jðh; x; yÞÞ (1)

and

xadv ¼ xþ g (2)

where xadv is the adversarial example, x is the original image, y is the actual label, ɛ is a small constant, and
signðrx J ðh; x; yÞÞ is the gradient of the loss function for x of the target model.

BIM (Basic Iterative Method) [36] is a variant of FGSM [35] and produces adversarial examples
iteratively manner and using Eq. (3) to create adversarial examples:
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xadv0 ¼ x
xadvnþ1 ¼ clipx; E fxadvnþ1 þ a:signðrx ðJ ðxadvn ; ytrueÞÞg

�
(3)

where n is the number of iterations, the clip function is used to limit the values of the pixel intensities from
0 to 255, and α is the step size of a small constant.

MIA (Momentum Iterative Attack) [37] is a type of gradient-based attack that adds momentum to BIM
[36] to boost up and increase the success rate of attack on the underlying model. The iterative momentum
attack is given by Eqs. (4) and (5):

gtþ1 ¼ lgt þrX J ðxadvt ; ytargetÞ
jjxadvt ; ytargetjj (4)

X adv
t ¼ ClipX ; 2ðxadvt þ a:signðgtþ1ÞÞ (5)

where gt+1 is the total gradient after t iterations and μ is the decay factor whose initial value is 0.

DFA (Deep Fool Attack) (gradient-based attack) [38] is a method that is used to produce adversarial
examples which are based on l2 norm. The Adversarial examples are produced by using the following
Eq. (6):

rðx0 ¼ argminjjrjj2Þ (6)

such that f(x + r) ≠ f(x)

where r is a minimum perturbation.

The mathematical relation of (SMA) saliency map attack (gradient-based attack) [39] to create an
adversarial example is given by Eq. (6):

SþðIðiÞ; lÞ ¼
0 if �rIðlÞf ðIÞðlÞ , 0 or

P
c 6¼l

rI ðlÞf ðIÞðcÞ . 0

�rIðlÞf ðIÞðlÞ :
P
c6¼l

rIðlÞf ðIÞðlÞotherwise

8<
: (7)

In the above equation, Ii belongs to I, and t represent the targeted class for misclassification. The S+

calculates the gradient rIðiÞf ðIÞ to change the value of some pixels of the original input image so that Ii is
classified as required class l, but for all other classes, it will be c ≠ l. When one of the above conditions is
false for Ii, then S(Ii, l) = 0. The highest saliency of pixel values forces the model to predict targeted
misclassification, which is class l. S− Represents the opposite process which means it reduces the
probability for prediction for a specific class. The following Eq. (8) is shown the phenomenon:

S�ðIðiÞ; lÞ ¼
0 if �rIðlÞf ðIÞðlÞ , 0 or

P
c6¼l

rIlðtÞf ðIÞðcÞ . 0

�rIðlÞf ðIÞðlÞ :
P
c6¼l

rIðlÞf ðIÞðlÞotherwise

8<
: (8)

The CWA (Carlini-Wenger attack) [40] developed three types of hostile attacks based on a gradient
attack and rules. All three attacks mainly failed the defensive filtering network, which is a defensive
method to enhance the robustness of deep learning mechanisms.

(SPA) Single Pixel Attack (score-based-attack) [41] can fool an image classifier easily by changing only
an individual or small group of pixels in an input image. The authors claimed that their attack could make
70% fool different classifiers.
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SA (Spatial Attack) [42] is a decision-based attack; where an image classifier is easily fooled using
simple image processing techniques, transformation, and rotation. An input image rotates or transforms
slightly so that the human visual system classifies it correctly, but a model is characterized with greater
confidence.

2.2 Defense Methods Against Adversarial Attacks

It has been found that there are three types of negative security measures:

� Pre-processing input data during learning or testing by a model.

� Modify the internal structure of the model by modifying or adding any layer.

� By using an external model to restore adversarial images into clean images.

The adversarial training defensive technique [35] increases the strength of a model by adding adversarial
samples in the training data and train the model again. After reviewing the model in negative examples, it will
correctly classify the negative example to increase the robustness of the model. The objective function is
given by Eq. (8):

aJðx; yÞ þ ð1� aÞLðx0; yÞ (9)

J(x, y) is the objective function, x′ is the negative example of the original input x, and α is constant, the
purpose of α is to balance the cost value between the original and negative images, which is a constant value
of 0.5.

A defensive filtration system [43] consists of two networks. The first neural network is called the student
network, and the second neural network is called the teacher network. The teacher network first uses the
predicted labels of the network as inputs and then approximates the first network results to maximize the
robustness of the network.

The Mag-Net [44] is a security system that enhances the robustness of a model with two automatic
encoders. One is called a detector and the other a reformer; Both automatic encoders reconfigure the
original input image. The detector is used to detect negative confusion and to remove those obstructions
to enhance the robustness of the Reformer deep neural network model.

Me-Net [45] is a technique that pre-processes original input images to remove the adversarial
perturbation structure from the clean images. This method first drops some pixels randomly by
probability and then reconstructs data with a matrix estimation method to recover noisy data in matrix form.

The conditional GAN-security system [46] uses the power of the conditionally generated negative
network, a variant of the classic generative hostile network. This method tries to minimize the negative
confusion from the negative examples and then feeds the reconstructed examples to the target model.
After the reconstruction of adversarial examples, this defense tried to correct classification and restore the
target model's performance.

3 Proposed Method

This section contains our proposed defense method, which is responsible for restoring adversarial
examples into clean examples. The whole procedure of our reconstruction method is shown in Fig. 2.

The proposed mathematical method aims to restore the adversarial examples (produced by applying
three types of adversarial attacks; already described in related work Section 2.1) into original or clean
examples to restore or maintain the performance of a CNN model, especially an image classifier in the
computer vision field. Performance means the accuracy and loss of classifiers on unseen or test images.
The best classifier has high accuracy and low loss on unseen data. After the success of the adversarial
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attack, the classifier's accuracy is decreased. Furthermore, the loss of the classifier is increased. As a result,
the classifier's performance is degraded, and the usage of the classifiers is no more required. However, in this
situation, we have proposed a simple mathematical equation to restore the adversarial examples into clean or
the original image so that the classifier's performance is recovered. It means the accuracy of the classifier is
again high, and the loss is again low. We do not need any detector method for detecting the adversarial noise
or type of adversarial attack because our proposed method will start its work after a successful adversarial
attack, which can be of any attack. A successful attack means an image classifier like a CNN classifier is
misclassified test images now, but these images are correctly classified before the adversarial attack.

Suppose that f is an image classifier based on CNN's architecture, I is the original input image fed to be
classification and l is the original label of the input image I such that.

f ðIÞ ¼ l (10)

After the adversarial attack on f, an adversarial example I′ is created, then the Eq. (10) will become;

f ðI 0Þ 6¼ l (11)

where I′ is the adversarial example that is slightly different from the original image I but misclassified by the
classifier f. Note that the attacker is free to attack in any way, like gradient-based (FGSM, BIM), score-based
attack (Single Pixel Attack), or decision boundary attack (Spatial Attack). The mathematical form of our
proposed method is given by:

Figure 2: (a) in the first step, we have the original image with the correct label; stop-sign and its adversarial
version with the incorrect label; brain (b) feed both images into the mathematical equation, which perform
simple image arithmetic operations on them. (c) in this step, we get the result of our mathematical equation as
a restored version of the original image and feed it into the target CNN model and check its prediction,
correct, e.g., stop-sign
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IRest ¼ ClipðI þ � � I 0; 0� 1 or 0� 255Þ (12)

such that f ðIRestÞ ¼ l

Here IRest is the restored image, I is the original input image, I′ is an adversarial example, l is the original
label which is restored after applying Eq. (12), � ¼ 8

256 ¼ 0:03 represents a constant factor that regularizes
the pixel intensities. Clip(.) is a function that transforms pixel intensity values less than 0 to 0 and greater than
255 to 255, and in the case of normalized intensity values, it converts from less than 0 to 0 and greater than
1 to 1.

Now we understand the working of our proposed method or Eq. (12) with a simple numerical example,
which is given below:

I ¼ ½2; �1; 3; �2; 2; 2; 1; �4; 5; 1 �
w ¼ ½�1; � 1; 1; � 1; 1; � 1; 1; 1; � 1; 1�

I 0 ¼ ½1:5; � 1:5; 3:5; � 2:5; 2:5; 1:5; 1:5; � 3:5; 4:5; 1:5�
Before Perturbation:

ð�1Þð2Þ þ ð�1Þð�1Þ þ ð1Þð3Þ þ ð�1Þð�2Þ þ ð1Þð2Þ þ ð�1Þð2Þ þ ð1Þð1Þ þ ð1Þð�4Þþ
ð�1Þð5Þ þ ð1Þð1Þ ¼ �3

The score of category 1: 1
1þ e�ð�3Þ ¼ 0:0474 → Cat (correct classification)

After perturbation:

ð�1Þð1:5Þ þ ð�1Þð�1:5Þ þ ð1Þð3:5Þ þ ð�1Þð�2:5Þ þ ð1Þð2:5Þ þ ð�1Þð1:5Þ þ ð1Þð1:5Þþ
ð1Þð�3:5Þ þ ð�1Þð4:5Þ þ ð1Þð1:5Þ ¼ 2

The score of category 1: 1
1þ e�2 ¼ 0:88 → Dog (misclassified)

The score changed from 5% to 88%.

Now we apply our proposed method or Eq. (12) to restore the prediction: Irest = x + λ*x′

Irest ¼ ½2; �1; 3; �2; 2; 2; 1; �4; 5; 1 � þ 0:03 � ½1:5; �1:5; 3:5; �2:5;

2:5; 1:5; 1:5; �3:5; 4:5; 1:5�
¼ ½2:045; � 1:045; 3:105; � 2:075; 2:075; 2:045; 1:045;

�4:105; 5:135; 1:045�
� 2:045þ 1:045þ 3:105 þ 2:07þ 2:075� 2:045þ 1:045 � 4:105� 5:135þ 1:045 ¼ �2:9450

Again check the probability on restored data: round 1
1þ e�2:9450

� �
¼ 0:0474 → Cat (correct again)

Hence, the probability is restored from dog to cat again.

Also, we present some visual results which are produced in our experimental settings, shown in Figs. 3–8
for datasets caltech-101, cifar10 and mnist.
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Figure 3: Adversarial examples created by BIM [36], one of the gradient-based attacks. The target model
misclassifies adversarial examples; labels in red color are misclassified

Figure 4: Results of our restoration method of adversarial examples using Eq. (12); after the restoration of
adversarial example, the target model will classify correctly restored adversarial example; labels in blue
colors are correctly classified

Figure 5: Adversarial example created by single pixel attack [41], one of the score-based attacks. The target
model misclassifies adversarial examples; labels in red color are misclassified

Figure 6: Results of our restoration method of adversarial examples using Eq. (12); after the restoration of
adversarial examples, the target model correctly classifies restored adversarial examples; labels in blue color
are correctly classified
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4 Experiments and Results

The datasets which we have used in the experimental setup are as under:

4.1 MNIST

The MNIST dataset contains a total of 70000 grayscale images of handwritten digits from 0 to 9. The
dimension of the images is 28 × 28. We have selected 60000 images for training the model and 10000 images
for testing the model.

4.2 FASHION-MNIST

Fashion-MNIST also consists of 70000 greyscale images with dimensions 28 × 28 of categories
belonging to clothes and shows like T-shirts, Trousers, pullovers, Dress, Coat, Sandal, shirts, sneakers,
Bag, or Ankle boot. We have split 60000 images for training and 10000 for testing purposes.

4.3 CIFAR-10

In the CIFAR-10 dataset, there are 60000 thousand RGB images of different animals and vehicles like
airplanes, automobiles, birds, cats, deer, dogs, frogs, horses, ships, and trucks. We have used 50000 thousand
images for training and 10000 thousand for testing purposes.

Figure 7: Adversarial examples created by spatial attack [42], one of the decision-based attacks. The target
model misclassifies adversarial examples; labels in red color are misclassified

Figure 8: Results of our restoration method of adversarial examples using Eq. (12); after the restoration of
adversarial examples, the target model correctly classifies restored adversarial examples; labels in blue color
are correctly classified
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4.4 CALTECH-101

This dataset has 8677 images in RGB format of 101 categories of different objects, e.g., elephant,
bicycle, scooter, stop-signal. We have divided the images for training and testing purposes in the ratio of
70:30 percent.

4.5 Training Target CNN's Models

We have to use the LeNet-5 model for MNIST, AlexNet for FASHION-MNIST, VGG16 for CIFAR-10;
and ResNet for CALTECH-101 dataset and thier test accuracies are shown in Tab. 1 and in Fig. 9.

We are presented the success rate of our proposed method (Eq. 12) against different adversarial attacks
which are described in related work section 2.1. The results are shown in Tab. 2 and Fig. 10.

4.6 Comparison with Other Defense Methods

We present a comparison of the success rate (%) of our proposed defense method with the success rate of
previous methods that are well published and discussed in our related work sections. It also shows that our
method defends all three types of adversarial attacks while previous methods do not defend all attacks. We
have also used four datasets, but the other methods mostly used one or two datasets only. The comparison
results are given in Tab. 3.

Table 1: Actual accuracy (%) of the target models on the datasets as mentioned above

Model name Dataset Test-accuracy

LeNet-5 MNIST 99.8

AlexNet F-MNIST 91.8

VGG16 CIFAR-10 80

ResNet CALTECH-101 98

Figure 9: Actual accuracy of the target models on the selected datasets
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Table 2: The success rate (%) of the proposed method on the target models and selected datasets

Model name Dataset FGSM BIM MIA DFA SMA CWA SA SPA

LeNet-5 MNIST 98 100 96 95 100 100 100 100

AlexNet F-MNIST 98 99.9 99 96 99.9 100 100 99.7

VGG16 CIFAR-10 100 100 96 99 100 100 99 100

ResNet CALTECH-101 96 96 99 90 96 68 100 53

Figure 10: The success rate (%) of the proposed method against different adversarial example methods on
the MNIST, F-MNIST, CIFAR-10, and CALTECH-101 datasets for LeNet, AlexNet, VGG-16, and ResNet
models, respectively
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5 Conclusions

In this work, we present a simple and computationally fast method for reconstructing perturbed images
due to different types of adversarial attacks (gradient-based attacks, score-based attacks, and decision-based
attacks). The proposed method recovers the performance of a model that gets badly affected by different
adversarial attacks. Therefore, we claim that our method is universal because it recovers all types of
adversarial examples. Our method of restoration of adversarial examples is a single-step method with low
computational complexity. It is not an iterative method and only needs the original input image and an
adversarial image to get back the correct intensity pattern for the correct classification of a deep learning
model CNN in the computer vision field. Our experiments and their results show that our proposed
method is better than the previous state-of-the-art method.

Funding Statement: The author received no specific funding for this study.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare that they have no conflicts of interest to report regarding the
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